
 

Latino Cuisine 

The paragraph below tells about Latino Cuisine. Can you find and mark seven errors in the 

paragraph? You might look for errors of capitalization, punctuation, spelling, or grammar. 

 

Latino cuisine, or food, is very popular in the united states.  Hispanics are the second largist 

ethnic group in the United States and have introduced Latin coking to the United States.  

Latino Americans often shop in small markets, called bodegas, that carry special foods used 

in Latin cooking.  special food companies sell ingredients that are used in Latino dishes and 

are sold in grocery stores throughout the country.  Because of this, people who are not 

Hispanic, have been exposed to latino food.  Some of the most popular Latino foods are 

salsas tacos empanadas and tamales.  The Latino fruits that are popular are mangoes, 

papyas, passion fruit and guavas.   
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